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HTS from research to biosecurity asset, 
a European perspective

Prof. Sebastien Massart
Liege University – Gembloux Agro-Bio Tech
Belgium HTS and pest diagnostics

The « R&D party » is ongoing from a decade !!! A transfer to diagnostics needs…

A transfer to diagnostics needs… Reliability needs…

 Understanding strenghts/weaknesses

 Identifying mitigation measures

 The case of cross-contamination between
samples
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 Analytical sensitivity
- 10-100M reads
- 10- 100 reads on 

target (1 ppm) 

 Low level infection 
or contamination ?

Under the carpet …. the cross-contamination & 
the analytical sensitivity

 About controls: before HTS

&

The cross-contamination & the controls

 With HTS, a positive control for a target (pest) is
also a negative control for any other target (pest)

&

The cross-contamination & the controls

For virus detection by HTS, an 
alien control corresponds to a 
matrix containing one or several 
targets (called alien targets) that 
cannot be present in the samples 
to be tested.

It is processed with the samples 
as an external control 

The new type of control: alien control 

… so the detection of reads 
from an alien target in a 
sample or another control 
can be unequivocally 
considered as a 
contamination from the 
alien control.

Alien control can also be 
used as a negative control 

What is an alien control ? Using an alien to monitor contamination: VIRUS

 totalRNA on Musa samples
 Indexed previously (GHU)
 Wheat sample with BYDV as alien 

control
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Number of reads mapped to RefSeq without detection 
threshold

BatchLibrary name BYDVCMVBBTVBBrMVBanMMV
22525131Alien control
25366211Alien control
84051111Alien control

3092861Alien control
421ITC1543

1ITC1543
11011ITC1543
31ITC1543

71ITC1543
511ITC1723

43251ITC1783
31ITC1799

1ITC1817
41ITC1827

4851ITC1831
41ITC1833

21ITC1840
221ITC1843

1ITC1843
1ITC1845
1ITC1845

7491ITC1852
15571ITC1855

19883330221Positive control Mix
6271698945221Positive control Mix

7949630255923381Positive control Mix
83534289714371Positive control Mix

Using an alien to monitor contamination: VIRUS

 totalRNA on Musa samples
 Indexed previously (GHU)
 Wheat sample with BYDV 

as alien control

Using an alien to monitor contamination
Number of reads mapped to RefSeq without detection 

threshold
BatchLibrary name BYDVCMVBBTVBBrMVBanMMV

22525131Alien control
25366211Alien control
84051111Alien control

3092861Alien control
421ITC1543

1ITC1543
11011ITC1543
31ITC1543

71ITC1543
511ITC1723

43251ITC1783
31ITC1799

1ITC1817
41ITC1827

4851ITC1831
41ITC1833

21ITC1840
221ITC1843

1ITC1843
1ITC1845
1ITC1845

7491ITC1852
15571ITC1855

19883330221Positive control Mix
6271698945221Positive control Mix

7949630255923381Positive control Mix
83534289714371Positive control Mix

 totalRNA on Musa 
samples

 Indexed previously (GHU)
 3 batches of sequencing
 Wheat sample with BYDV 

as alien control

 125k reads in the alien control
 Every banana sample has alien 

contamination
 Max: 288 (another with 184)

 Sample EM4 has BBrMV ? New 
record on a continent…

Using an alien to monitor contamination
Number of reads mapped to RefSeq without detection 

threshold
BatchLibrary name BYDVCMVBBTVBBrMVBanMMV

12561613Alien control
723ITC0146
93ITC0148
68453ITC1498

11686273ITC1565
323ITC1607
413ITC1847

2889503ITC1859 - Old Kit
5418403ITC1859
219033ITC1861
318163ITC1863
9115583ITC1867 - Old Kit
11511673ITC1867

18413Negative Control 

11223205272055123
Positive Control - Old 
Kit

63267266167878073Positive Control 
6243Sample 2
8353Sample 3
233Sample 4
4113Sample 5
828867532473Sample J
118841149033Sample EM4
530993BBrMV2 No.208

40215193BBrMV3 No.58
22247153BBrMV4 No.15
10213BSOLV1 No.10
44171583BBTV No.9.58.2

Using an alien to monitor contamination

 Cont-ID pipeline:

Conclusion on contamination

Impossible to 
avoid Unpredictable

Monitoring is needed (preferably by alien control)

A transfer to diagnostics needs…
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Managing risks needs…

 Biological information for science-based
decision

 Where are we ?
 The case of viruses

Virus discovery using HTS by plant virologists

Biological characterization of new viruses

2. Exploration of the desert: fruit tree & tomato

 A decade of virus discovery by HTS 
 91 putative new viral species
 How have they been characterized ?
 Reviewing 1,000 publications 

 A decade of virus discovery by sanger 
and HTS

 45 putative new viral species
 How have they been characterized ?

Levels of viral characterization

Fruit trees Tomato

The citations forget biological characterization

 69% = citation in review paper or 
with another virus

 Only 18% of citation bring
biologically-relevant information

 Once the virus is published : no 
one cares about biology ?

Fruit tree viruses
~1,000 citations reviewed
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The Darwinian process of virus characterization

 Characterisation process = Darwinian

 Only the most threathening new viruses will be
characterized and continue to live the characterization
process

The Darwinian process of virus characterization

 Framework  = 14 steps
 « So quite » after publication
 Strong selection pressure:

45 new viruses on tomato

13 for ToBRFV in 4 years
11 for ToMMV & ToNStV in 5 years
(1st HTS)

 Biological information is the Achille’s Hell for 
risk management of « non heavely
threatening » pests

Risk management of HTS results - conclusion The transfer to diagnostics….
trigerred a decade of European efforts

 COST Action DIVAS: 2015-2019

- Focus on HTS use for the detection of plant viruses and its
consequences

- Networking / training / think tank
- 230 scientists having participated

› Researchers
› Diagnosticians
› Plant health authorities (RPPO, NPPO)

When and how it started at large scale ? When and how it started at large scale ?

Risk

Bio-
informatics

Training & 
etiology
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When and how it started at large scale

 COST Action DIVAS: 2014-2019: output 1

- First multi-stakeholder approach

When and how it started at large scale ?

 COST Action DIVAS: 2014-2019: output 2

- Same datasets to 21 laboratories
- Bioinformatics steps have a huge impact on the ability

to detect viruses

When and how it started at large scale ?

 COST Action DIVAS: 2014-2019: output 3

- Training for virus detection from HTS dataset
- >100 scientists trained

When and how it started at large scale ?

 VALITEST project (2018-2021)
- Focus on the validation and reliability of diagnostic 

tests
- Any technique and any pest

- One WP with a strong focus on HTS guidelines

Valitest project: a follow-up for any pest

 Writing guidelines for 
using HTS in 
diagnostics setting

 Two scientific
publications and one 
EPPO standard

Valitest project: a follow-up for any pest

55 co-authors

>1,500 
revisions

Any pest

Any
technology
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 First publication: building 
the foundations

Valitest project: a follow-up for any pest

 Running it: from adoption 
to validation

Valitest project: a follow-up for any pest

 Running it: from adoption 
to validation

Valitest project: a follow-up for any pest Valitest project: a follow-up for any pest
 The risk analysis (+ table on mitigation)

 INEXTVIR project (2019-2023)

 Updating the framework:

Continuing research and development
 Update in 2022:
Continuing research and development
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 Update in 2023:
Continuing research and development

Association

DECISION

Filling data 
gaps

Bibliography

DECISION  Prediction of biological properties from
genomics and proteomics data using artifical
intelligence ?

(note from the presenter: AI is a fancy word but, essencially, it is about basic statistics
applied at large scale) 

Biological experiments are expensive !

Biological experiments are expensive !

 Euphresco network & HTS
- Ring testing
- Bioinformatics network
- Data sharing for better biosecurity
- …

 Yearly call often integrating HTS-related work

Continuing research and development

Conclusion: toward use of HTS in diagnostics

EFSA recommendation
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EPPO official standard Reference laboratories

 EURL & NRL

 Proficiency testing using HTS to detect viruses
(biological material and datasets)

 ISO 17025

Thanks for the support A team work in the lab

Gladys Rufflard

Rachid Tahzima

Johan Rollin

Nuria Fontdevila

Coline Temple
François Maclot

Rong Wei

Bénédicte Lebas

Chantal
Nyirakanani

Special thanks to hundreds of plant pathologists collaborating on 
disseminating HTS and making it more reliable

Thanks for the invitation & for your attention 

Prof. Sebastien Massart
sebastien.massart@uliege.be

@Be_Phytopath
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